MEDIA RELEASE FOR ELITE SIMULATION SOLUTIONS AG
A brand-new ELITE Evolution S812 FNPT II is heading to TL Aviation in Westphalia,
Germany
After conducting a thorough market research and testing the flight simulators at ELITE Simulation
Solutions AG HQ in Switzerland, TL Aviation company director Tobias Lehmann decided on purchasing
the multi-role ELITE evolution S812 FNPT II which will help enhance its flight training status and bring
the company to a higher professional level.
“This outstanding product coupled with an unmatched and professional customer service of ELITE
immediately convinced us”, explains CEO and chief flight instructor Tobias Lehmann. “TL Aviation in
Mönchengladbach (EDLN) has been offering IFR courses since 2014. Now, this brand-new S812 FNPT
II will accelerate our process of becoming a fully accredited Flight Training Organisation (FTO). This
device will literally grow in parallel with our business thanks to its capability of being easily modified for
our MCC training courses.”
The factory acceptance procedure has just been completed and “testers” Mr Christian Lehmann and Mr
Georg Herlemann have now returned to their home base in North Rhine Westphalia, where the shipment
and installation by ELITE specialists will be expected within the next weeks.
TL Aviation has decided on an Elite Evolution S812 FNPT II based on the Piper Arrow IV with glass
cockpit layout and the possibility of working with an analog instrumentation setup. It includes a 1-channel
visual system and a single pilot layout with dynamic control loading (DCL) on both yoke and pedals. The
addition of an original GTN650 touch screen GPS makes this ELITE simulator an even more solid and
reliable unit for the continuation of the successful flight training at TL Aviation.
As outlined in ELITE’s company philosophy, TL Aviation and their highly motivated staff have been
carefully accompanied through the whole purchase - from the initial contact to the installation and launch
at the new site - including the necessary paperwork with officials.
Sales manager Mr René Huddlestone from ELITE Simulation Solutions AG in Switzerland is proud to
have added this brand-new ELITE simulator to TL Aviation and says:
“ELITE is very pleased to be able to add TL Aviation to our customer list. TL Aviation have shown that
they are a very professional company at all times, which has left a lasting impression on us. I believe that
our S812 FNPT II will be a further contribution to TL Aviation’s long-lasting success.”
ends
More information from René Huddlestone, Elite Simulation Solutions, email rstone@flyelite.ch or phone
(+41) 43 355 1920, or Tobias Lehmann, TL Aviation, email t.lehmann@tl-aviation.de or phone (+49)
2161 698 46 90

